Functional
Communication
Using no tech, low tech, and high tech
communication to help students find their voice.
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Objectives:

After this presentation, staff will be able to:

1- Identify what functional communication is
2- Identify different types of communication
3- Learn more about low tech ways to provide
communication to students
4- Learn about high-tech ways to provide
communication to students
5- Identify different ways to integrate
communication in the school day

What is
communication?
• Information being exchanged, imparted or
transmitted
• Giving of thoughts, ideas and opinions by
speech, sign, behavior, writing or symbols
• Effectively using words, symbols, speech or
sign to impart information or ideas

Types of communication
• Communication is more than
requesting!

Sharing information
Asking questions

Giving directions

Age appropriate slang

Commenting
Answering a question

Refusing

Telling a joke or story

Expressing emotion
Greeting

What is
Functional Communication?
• Functional Communication is replacing a challenging
behavior with a more desirable behavior that will achieve
the same outcome.
• Functional communication training (FCT) is most frequently
used to replace interfering behaviors (e.g., disruptive,
repetitive/stereotypical) or subtle, less clear communicative
forms (e.g., reaching, leading) with more conventional
communicative forms (e.g., pointing, picture exchange,
signing, verbalizations).

For example, a parent might teach a child who has a
meltdown whenever he becomes overly hungry to
verbally ask for “snack”.

A teacher can work with a
student to use pictures to
request her favorite toy
instead of screaming.

A student can learn to use a high
tech communication device to tell his
teacher yes or no instead of
refusing to work.

How do students with disabilities
communicate?

No Tech

• Does not have a power source
• Usually made with symbols and picturessometimes with words only

Low Tech

• Has a power source or a battery
• Is easily programmable
• Is a static means of communication

High Tech

• Has a powersource
• Requires training for staff
• Is a dynamic means of communication

No Tech Communication
•

No Tech Communication can be specifically tailored to a students needs
and can be adapted and changed as the student needs changed

•

No Tech Communication is generally inexpensive

•

Many forms of no tech communication can be made at home or at school
with materials that you already have

•

No Tech communication is often easily carried and transported from one
location to another and can be used in a variety of environments without
modification

No Tech Communication
•

No Tech Communication is often more time consuming to make, make
changes to, add to

•

Because it is more time consuming, it can take longer to add new
vocabulary and have the system “grow” with the student

•

Pieces often go missing or have to be remade, taking time daily to make
sure that everything that should be there is- or the student is not able to
communicate fully

•

No Tech communication is often easily carried and transported from one
location to another but can be bulky as the student develops more
vocabulary

Some (more common) forms of No
Tech Communication
Choice Boards
*Can be single pages, or multiple pages
*Can be activity specific, or more general

*Often use blackline drawings paired with words
*Laminated for durability and longevity

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)
*Structured, systematic system
*Follows specific levels and organization

*Often use blackline drawings paired with words
*Designed to teach initiation of communication

Pragmatic Organization Dynamic Display (PODD)
*Can be designed for the specific needs of each student *Uses symbols and pictures simultaneously
*Color coded and numbered
*Designed to teach “thought process” for communication

Communication Boards
*More generic than choice boards, often stationary *Vocabulary is made up of pictures and words
*Situation dependent (more, help, please, thank you) *Often used by multiple students

This student is using PECS, and
has a book available with all of
his choices.
A communication board with objectsthese items are available to the student
at all times and the board is taken from
one location to the next.

A topic board that is laminated
and placed on the table for
several students to use during
lunch and snack times.

Low Tech Communication
•

Low Tech Communication has voice output, allowing the student to hear
what they are saying

•

Low Tech Communication is easily and quickly programmed and
reprogrammed for different activities

•

Low Tech Communication allows students to communicate with someone
that does not read or understand pictures

•

Most Low Tech Communication devices can hold multiple messages at one
time

Low Tech Communication
•

Low Tech Communication devices take batteries, and it is important that
extra batteries are available on short notice

•

Many kids using low tech communication have difficulty swallowing, and
after a time of getting wet, low tech communication devices do stop
working

•

Low Tech Communication devices need to be purchased, and are
moderately priced

•

Staff need to feel comfortable programming and reprogramming the low
tech communication device “on the fly”

A few (more common) types of low
tech communication
• Bigmack
*Have a large surface area and brightly colored tops
*Can record up to 120 seconds of speech

*Can be mounted vertically or horizontally
*Has auditory and tactile feedback

• One-Step (LittleMack)
*Smaller than a Bigmack and more easily mounted on a wheelchair *Can access with a switch
*Can record up to 75 seconds of speech
*Single message only

• Step-By-Step
* Contains between 4 and 7 “steps” to record on *Total of 75 seconds of speech can be recorded
*Easy to set up prerecorded messages that are used daily

• Talking Brix
*Thin, light, and easily transportable
*Can be used individually, or to sequence a message
*Come in a variety of colors, colors can be used to represent non-changing messages
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This little girl is able to direct
access a Bigmack in order to give
the reader a message while they
share a book.

This young lady needs
a mounted target in
order to access a OneStep for requesting.

High Tech Communication
•

High tech communication requires a power source and extensive training
in order to use it successfully

•

High Tech Communication is dynamic, and can grow along with the
student- as the student learns more vocabulary and how to use vocabulary
more complexly, the new communication is quickly available to the user

•

High Tech Communication has voice output, allowing the user to hear
what he/she is saying

•

High Tech communication is often designed to be a complete language
system, allowing for greater modeling and vocabulary development

High Tech Communication
•

High Tech communication does need to be charged often, or the student
needs to have an outlet available, or it will not work

•

If the student is not ambulatory, a mount of some type will be needed to
make the device accessible

•

The screens can have a glare in outside lighting, with fluorescent lights; or
be difficult to see in a dark environment

•

Requires frequent adjustments and updates as the student learns to use
more novel vocabulary

Some (more common) types of High
Tech Communication
• Tobii/Dynavox
*Comes in a variety of screen sizes, device sizes, and has multiple user set-ups
*Uses words and pictures *Can be accessed by the user in multiple ways

• Accent
*Uses the Unity program for motor learning
*Dynamic displays that do not scroll
*Can be accessed by the user in multiple ways *Strong tech support and training from the company

• iPad
*Need a communication app purchased separately
*Limited ways to access the communication app

*Generally familiar to students
*Typically easy to program

• Computer (laptop or desktop)
*Need communication software or boards uploaded *Generally familiar to students
*Multiple ways for the user to access communication *Time consuming to create and upload boards

An iPad can be mounted
on a students mobility
equipment, allowing
communicaiton across
settings.

Dynamic boards can be
Accessed in a variety of
ways to meet student
needs.

Staff can support a learner
when communication is
new, making it much more
functional.

Communication Access
Just as there are multiple types of communication devices,
ranging from no tech to high tech, there are multiple ways
for a student to access the communication.
• Direct Access

• Head Mouse

• Student uses an isolated finger or hand to
•
reach for, point to, grab, or activate the communication
cell.

• Switch Access
• Student uses an external switch to activate the
communication cells. Includes paddle, leaf, pull,
sip-n-puff, twitch, proximity, and squeeze switches.

• Eyegaze
• This includes direct eyegaze at a picture,
a device with built in retina or eye tracking
capability, an external eye tracking mouse
replacement system, and real objects.

A special reflective “dot” is placed on the users
head to allow the mouse to track head movements.

• Scanning
•

Includes auto scanning, step scanning, auditory
scanning- these are built into many of the high tech
communication systems.

• Partner Assisted
•

A second person uses speech and pictures to go
over choices, ideas, protests, etc for the studentscanning for them. The student then either
confirms or does not confirm that is what he
meant.

That all sounds good, BUT . . . how do I
incorporate it into my student’s day?
§ Slowly
§

Learning a new communication system is NOT a race- typically developing children need to
hear a word used approximately 30-50 times before they can use it; for our students, they
will need even more times.

§ Systematically
§

Start with a plan, one area of the day that you want to increase the use of communication for
all students, and go from there. You may do the same types of activities during morning
meeting for several weeks, before adding in a new calendar activity. And that’s okay.

§ Together
§

Remember, just as this is a foreign language for your student, it is new to you and to your
support staff as well. Explore the device with your student- through the use of games,
structured lessons, or just free exploration time.

Slowly . . .
• Choose words that have meaning in multiple settings
(come, go, want, eat) so that you can focus on the
word/s for an extended period of time
• Model the use of the core word/s that you have
chosen when they come up; but don’t worry if you
don’t hit it every time!
• Find an activity that happens daily and incorporate
the new communication system- even just by having
it out and available, learning can take place

Systematically . . .
• What is something that you do as a class every day?
Calendar? Morning Meeting? Check-in? Find that time
and create a new routine surrounded by communication
• Once you have decided on a time, and created a plan for
how to make communication an important part of it,
allow time for practice- daily for several weeks before
adding to it
• With preferred reinforcement and in a relaxed area/class

Together . . .
• Think of the new communication as an
exploration that you and your students are
going on together. Talk about what you are
doing, what you are looking for. Let your
student see you make mistakes, and also see
how you fix those mistakes. The more that a
student is exposed to others speaking “their”
language, the easier it is for them to use it as
well.

For more information on No Tech, Low Tech, and
High Tech communication, please contact the
SESA MD team at:
Meriah Cory- mcory@sesa.org
Jennifer Schroeder- jschroeder@sesa.org
Amy Topmiller – atopmiller@sesa.org

Or call SESA at:
Main: 907-334-1300
Toll Free: 877-890-9269

TTY: 907-563-8284

